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Salerno:

September 14,

(Delayed)

Guerrilla warfare .has
t

broken out in the hills round Salerno, ■ Small groups of
Italians,some times just single snipers, are sniping and harassing the Germans, There
are many signs that the Germans in these tangled hills, men of the. Hermann Goering
and Sixteenth Panzer divisions': are short of food. They have been looting Italian *

farms and villages and shooting the peasants. This has heightened the bad feeling a
which already existed to a which the peasants are eready to fight back.

Several times when the Germans disarmed Italian soldiers peasants have stolen back the

confiscated weapons to carry on the fight themselves. That is one more ingredient to
add to the confused fighting mixture in this curious pocket of war,.

Yesterday’s jeep journey round the front showed me half a dozen .more, "Round the

front" is not a^ good description, There is no "front”. There are points on various
roads beyond which you, can’t proceed but for the. rest there is. just a great shifting
fighting;.area. It is purely a ground war - an* infantryman's and gunner's war, British

or German tanks occasionally amble up a road and amble back again when someone puts a

shot across their bows. They have no room to turn or manoeuvre, There are a hundred

hiding places for the anti-tank gunner in every glen. An aeroplane is a rare sight.
You never even bother to spot as you travel along the roads. Bombers could not find

their targets in the forested hills if they tried and where there are no bombers

fighters are unnecessary,

I have no doubt the air battle of Italy is going on elsewhere but" we" hardly ever
see or hear of it.

By first stop this morning was beyond a place at the Naples end of Salerno Bay,
On the sheer hill above Allied troops after one night’s rest were still struggling with

the German machine gun nests and mortar posts. Fifty yards ahead at the end of a

covering wall was a bridge over a deep gorge well behind our positions. Yet every time
a despatch rider or supply truck driver crossed the bridge he risked a stream of

machine gun bullets or a mortar bomb, Germans sitting in safety a quarter of a mile

back commanded just this one outlet through the hills, I did not see anyone killed as

they crossed the bridge, but I saw the dust spurting with bullets behind many drivers

as they wwung round the dangerous bend and across the bridge, foot hard on the acceler-

ator, And all the tine a thin trickle of Italian peasants and even children kept

running from one side or the other dodging along below the bridge parapet to reach

their homes in the bright stuccoed houses on the vine terraces above the calm bay.

Meanwhile, immediately above Salerno itself on the road to Sanseverino and Avellino

another fantastic fight was going on. On rising ground to one side of the a

big Italian hospital. A battalion of infantry had their positions covering a wide circle

of ground round the hospital. Suddenly they were fired at by a German machine gun from

the hospital itself. The Germans were holding a pocket right in the centre of their

position with the hospital as their strong point. Presently the Germans left the

hospital and finding another defence point in the hillside started lobbing mortar shells

over the hospital at the Allies, Finally they even shelled the hospital itself because

they thought we were using it. None of the patients or nurses were hurt and soon this

small part of the general battle shifted its ground. You could walk for miles in broad

daylight up and down these mountains or through these valleys without meeting any enemy.

Or you might find an Allied company and a German company at either end of some remote

village whose people are out gathering the wine harvest or plucking the peaches in

their orchards.

The homing labourer coming down the lane in the evening will grin at you and

pointing up into the woods say "Germans”, Captain Reginald Dicker a west country officer

whom I met in the hills today had found himself quite accidently miles behind the German

positions. He had given a lift in his car to an Italian officer who said his hone was

ten minutes away. The ten minutes proved to be far inland north east of Salerno, where

the inhabitants not having seen an English soldier in these parts before brought out;

their wane and welcomed him. When he returned he was told at his headquarters that*. the

place was occupied by the Germans, He is still puzzled.

My last call of the day was several miles up a dusty track into the foothills

between the orchards and the vineyards to visit the headquarters of a battalion whose men

were sweating up and down the mountain sides trying to fire at but not be fired on by the

Germans. If this country were not so thickly orcharded and so high grown with tall

trailing vines (not the trim close cropped vineyards of France) you would not be able to

move so easily up to forward positions. The Germans' defence plan is to seize high points
from which they can mortar or machine gun anything that moves within sight, Provides

you keep out of sight there is little conger but to thrust the enemy off the hills they
have to show themselves from time to time and then the furious rattle of bullets and

crump of mortar bombs breaks out for a few minutes to die away as quickly for another
hour or sc.

this battalion headquarters was Private Robert Heighes of Petersfield, Hampshire.
He had just spent twelve hours in the company of the Germans and he could confirm the

rumours of their shortage of food.

/He had



-2*-

Ho had heon captured v/hen he became separated from his section and throe

Germans hurled themselves on him from behind in a kindrof 'rugby football

tackle. For twelve hours they gave him nothing to eat, and only one cup

of ersatz Coffee to drink. They had nothing to- : spare they said, Heighes

made a bolt when his Germans ran into an Allied battalion and ho found himself under

fire from his own side. Many Germans fell killed and wounded round him.

' It might •seem that if you can pass so easily through the German positions
and out-into the; country beyond you might as we11, push straight on to Naples

or anywhere else,. No doubt you could ’in theory but at the risk of having your

supply lines cut by the strong •■enemy forces marauding across the hills behind

you. Much better to Tear damn and.clean out the enemy methodically- as you go

along, . '■ .a pup \ ,l. .

That is what is happening round the Bay of Salerno just now Nominally
it is a battle’ for tro roads - the Salerno-Naples road end the, Salerno-

Sanseverino-Avellino road. It is also .a battle for the mountain passes which

comand. those roads, >r * . v.rv- • an a;- ar .

But the reality is not so simple, Thanks- to the prodding, infiltrating
tactics of the Germans, it has become the "complicated hide and seek affair I, have

tried to describe, . •• -■ h-
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